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Machining & Processing

Processing of automotive steering parts

67 years since the foundation, 
a professional group of processing with keep developing

Mikasa. Co., LTD.
Main Services
Manufacturing of machine tools for conveyance and parts for industrial 
machines, metal processing

Main Clients
Major automotive parts manufacturers, manufacturers of machine tools’ parts 
for conveyance

Main Products
Aluminum die-casting center housing, valve housing, tube housing

Company overview
Address / 1-47 Nishiyuge, Yao city, Osaka 581-0035
Tel / +81-72-949-0216     Fax / +81-72-949-4169
Foundation / 1955     Establishment / 1964
Capital / JPY 12 million     Employees / 71

ISO 9001 MIJ TP MP

Business outline
Being proud of high reliability 
from major automotive parts’ manufacturers
Mikasa. Co., LTD. was founded in 1955, and having history of 67 
years this year. They improve business results mainly with cutting 
and drilling of housing parts for automotive steering parts, and 
they also deal with manufacturing various industrial machines 
and vessels’ parts. “At f irst, we were struggle one after another 
as we started from scratch.” The president Go Mikasa who was 
appointed as 7th president in 2013 looks back the time as it. While 
having subjects such business succession, they exert rebuilding the 

employees as their hard core, then by fusing employees’ wisdom, 
they build processing skills which obtain great reputation from 
their clients. They’re a professional group of processing which 
keep developing even now.

Strength
Consummate equipment and firm inspection system  
They’ve obta ined t r ust  by act ively proposing VA / V E f rom 
drawing level based on improvement activity for over 60 years 
in automotive industry which has tough demands about QCD. 
Also, consummate equipment is their strength. In addition to 127 

machining center, they newly installed such CMM and roundness 

measuring instrument. They connect to quality assurance by a 
sure inspection system. Additionally, they’re diligently attempt 
to employees’ t rain ing. At product ion sites, they build one-
to-one st ructure by new employee and veteran, and t rying to 
improve their skill and eliminate manufacturing errors through 
communication.

Growth strategy
Pursuit development to various industries 
and employees’ happiness
They promote to develop to various industries based on the 
accumulated technology and quality for automotive industry 
and achievement of meeting deadlines 100% of the time. They 
strengthen to capabil i ty  to  deal  with high-mix low-volume 
production. Also, they develop the growth strategy with full 
participation management. The key for that is surely human 
resources. The average age of employees is 37 and they have lots 
of young generations compare with their competitors. They effort 
to build environment commit to management even for young 
employees, they take the barrier away with management and veteran 
employees. Automotive industry, 
wh ich  inev i t ab ly  need  to  be 
electrification, is considered as 
facing significant turning point 
once in a hundred years. Hence, 
they’re trying to overcome this 
difficulty by strengthen solidarity 
of all employees.

President  Go Mikasa

Greeting from President

We, with 67 years history, deal with various processing mainly for automotive parts. We work every day with motto of “Company 

powerful sense of solidarity with free corporate culture. We keep trying to be trusted more by our clients.

Direct tradeable   https://www.m-osaka.com/en/takumi/15047
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